We derive exact analytical expressions for the spectral density of the Dirac operator at fixed θ-angle in the microscopic domain of one-flavor QCD. These results are obtained by performing the sum over topological sectors using novel identities involving sums of products of Bessel functions. Because the fermion determinant is not positive definite for negative quark mass, the usual BanksCasher relation is not valid and has to be replaced by a different mechanism first observed for QCD at nonzero chemical potential. Using the exact results for the spectral density we explain how this mechanism results in a chiral condensate that remains constant when the quark mass changes sign.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important parameters of QCD is the total number of dynamical quarks. Asymptotic freedom is lost at the one-loop level for N f > 33/2, while chiral symmetry is broken spontaneously for two or more flavors until QCD becomes conformal for a number of flavors that can be determined by means of lattice QCD simulations (see [1] for a review). In this paper we consider oneflavor QCD, where chiral symmetry is broken explicitly by the anomaly rather than by spontaneous symmetry breaking. As a consequence, the sign of the chiral condensate does not change when the sign of the quark mass is reversed. On the other hand, the Banks-Casher relation [2] predicts that the chiral condensate does change sign when the quark mass changes sign. The resolution of this apparent contradiction is well-known [3, 4] : In the derivation of the Banks-Casher relation it is assumed that the fermionic measure (or equivalently the spectral density of the Dirac operator) is positive definite, but this assumption is violated for one-flavor QCD when the quark mass is negative. In this paper we will show that in this case the relation between the Dirac spectrum and the chiral condensate may be determined by an alternative mechanism [5] , which was first observed for QCD at nonzero baryon number chemical potential. In the latter case the spectral density is not positive definite due to the phase of the fermion determinant, and the discontinuity of the chiral condensate when the quark mass crosses the imaginary axis does not arise from a dense spectrum of eigenvalues on the imaginary axis but rather from an oscillating spectral density in the complex plane with an amplitude that increases exponentially with the volume and a period that is inversely proportional to the volume. An analogous mechanism is at work in other physical situations, e.g., in one-dimensional one-flavor U(1) gauge theory at nonzero chemical potential, where the Dirac spectrum is an ellipse in the complex plane while the chiral condensate only has a discontinuity across the imaginary axis [6] , in two-color QCD at nonzero chemical potential [7] , or in QCD at large isospin density with mismatched quark chemical potentials [8] .
In this paper we obtain simple analytical expressions for the one-flavor microscopic spectral density of the Dirac operator at zero θ-angle. These expressions allow us to explicitly apply the above-mentioned alternative mechanism in the case of one-flavor QCD. Analytical results for the spectral density at fixed topological charge ν are well-known [9] [10] [11] [12] (see [13, 14] for reviews), but simple expressions for the spectral density at fixed θ-angle
have not yet appeared in the literature. In [4, 15] , the spectral density at fixed θ-angle was studied numerically, and several analytical results were obtained as well. It was also realized that an analytical expression for the spectral density could be derived by combining the expression for the spectral density in terms of microscopic partition functions [16] with expressions for the partition function at fixed θ-angle. At the time the paper [15] was published these expressions were only known for two flavors [3] , while an expression for the three-flavor partition function is required to obtain the one-flavor spectral density. General results for more flavors were derived in [17] , and they were used to obtain the spectral density at fixed θ in [4] . However, simpler analytical results can be obtained using identities for sums of products of Bessel functions which we derive in this paper, and as far as we know, some of these identities are not known in the literature.
The physics of one-flavor QCD was recently reviewed in [18] , where some of the questions that are raised in the present paper were also addressed. However, the relation between the chiral condensate and the spectral density of the Dirac operator turns out to be much more intricate than anticipated in [18] . We show that for negative quark mass the chiral condensate results from large cancellations between the contributions of the zero and nonzero modes [4] and that the oscillations in the spectral density are essential for the continuity of the chiral condensate. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we discuss the relation between the spectrum of the Dirac operator and the chiral condensate for one-flavor QCD. Also, we briefly comment on the case of several flavors. Analytical results for the spectral density are derived in Section III, and the condensate is evaluated in Section IV. Concluding remarks are made in Section V. In Appendix A we investigate under what conditions the arXiv:1407.8393v1 [hep-th] 31 Jul 2014 thermodynamic limit and the sum over topological sectors can be interchanged. In Appendix B we derive addition theorems for products of Bessel functions. Asymptotic results for the spectral density are worked out in Appendix C. In Appendix D we give integrals that are used to compute the chiral condensate. Asymptotic results for the chiral condensate are worked out in Appendix E. The mass independence of the chiral condensate is shown in Appendix F.
II. CHIRAL CONDENSATE AND SPECTRAL DENSITY OF ONE-FLAVOR QCD
For m 1/Λ QCD √ V the one-flavor partition function at fixed θ-angle is given by [3] Z(m, θ) = e mV Σ cos θ ,
where V is the volume of space-time, m is a quark mass which we take to be real, and Σ is the absolute value of the chiral condensate in the limit m = 0 and θ = 0.
To avoid unnecessary minus signs we define the quantity Σ(m, θ) (which we will also refer to as the chiral condensate) by
Since Σ(m, θ) is independent of m it does not change when m crosses the imaginary axis on which the eigenvalues of the Dirac operator are located. In terms of the Dirac eigenvalues iλ k (with real λ k ) Σ(m) is given by
where we have not displayed the dependence on θ explicitly because Eq. (3) is valid not only for fixed θ but also in sectors of fixed topological charge, i.e., as a relation between Σ ν (m) and ρ ν (λ) defined below. In the first line of Eq. (3), the average is over the gauge fields weighted by the fermion determinant. In the second line, ρ(λ, m) is the spectral density of the Dirac operator in the one-flavor theory, which is symmetric with respect to λ = 0 and also includes the contributions from exact zero modes. For a non-negative spectral density, Σ(m) in Eq. (3) changes sign when the quark mass changes sign. However, for negative quark mass the fermion determinant and hence the spectral density is not positive definite, and we will see below that this allows for a constant chiral condensate.
The partition function at fixed θ-angle can be decomposed into partition functions at fixed topological charge,
resulting in the decomposition
of the chiral condensate with
Since Z ν (m)/Z(m, θ) is the probability of finding a gauge-field configuration with topological charge ν, the spectral density can be decomposed as [15] ρ
where ρ ν (λ, m) is the spectral density for gauge-field configurations with fixed topological charge ν.
The one-flavor partition function in the sector of topological charge ν is given by
resulting in a chiral condensate at fixed ν equal to
In the thermodynamic limit V → ∞ we thus have
If the thermodynamic limit and the sum over ν in Eq. (5) could be interchanged, the chiral condensate would be given by
Here and below, the question mark indicates that the result holds only under certain conditions. In fact, (11) contradicts Eq. (2) unless m > 0 and θ = 0 or m < 0 and θ = π, which implies that the thermodynamic limit and the sum over ν can only be interchanged in these two cases. Why this is so is explained in detail in Appendix A. Let us now try to understand Eq. (11) in terms of the eigenvalue density. The rescaled spectral density at fixed ν is defined bŷ
where we have introduced the dimensionless variableŝ x = λV Σ andm = mV Σ. If the thermodynamic limit in (12) is taken for fixed λ =x/V Σ we obtainρ nz ν (x,m) = 1/π [9] , where the superscript nz ("nonzero") indicates that we have momentarily ignored the contribution from the zero modes (which will be reinstated below). Assuming that the thermodynamic limit and the sum over ν in Eq. (7) can be interchanged, we thus obtain
At fixed θ-angle the spectral density (13) then results, via Eq. (3), in a chiral condensate given by Eq. (11). Again, Eq. (13) and the resulting Eq. (11) are only correct for m > 0 and θ = 0 or m < 0 and θ = π, i.e., if the thermodynamic limit and the sum in Eq. (7) can be interchanged (which can be shown in analogy to the arguments for Eq. (5) in Appendix A). Note that in these cases the zero modes do not contribute to the chiral condensate in the thermodynamic limit, see Eq. (40) below (which is valid for m > 0 and θ = 0). We now set θ = 0 for simplicity to study only the dependence on the sign of m and decompose the spectral density asρ
where the additional part also includes the contribution from the zero modes, given explicitly in Eq. (24) below.
To obtain a condensate that is constant as a function ofm, the contribution from the additional part of the spectral density must be equal to
where Θ denotes the Heaviside function. Combined with the contribution sign(m)Σ from the 1/π term in the spectral density this gives the correct result Σ(m, θ = 0) = Σ. The solution of Eq. (15) for ∆ρ is not unique. Before discussing the case of one-flavor QCD, let us look at a simpler example. From the Fourier decomposition of the Heaviside function, we consider the spectral density
which is symmetric in λ as in QCD. After integration according to Eq. (15), the second term gives the desired Θ-function and thus the mass independence of the condensate, while the first term gives a result proportional to Θ(m)e −2mV Σ that vanishes in the thermodynamic limit. A similar mechanism is at work in one-flavor QCD, but there are some differences. In the next section we derive an explicit expression for ∆ρ for this case. In Section IV we show that this expression indeed satisfies Eq. (15), for any value ofm and not only in the thermodynamic limit. We will see that for m < 0 the contributions to ∆ρ are strongly oscillating. After integration according to Eq. (15) we get contributions to the condensate that diverge exponentially in the thermodynamic limit, i.e., form → −∞. The desired Θ-function discontinuity is obtained through cancellations of the different contributions. We will also see that the contribution of the zero modes plays an essential role for m < 0.
Let us briefly comment on the case of several flavors. In that case chiral symmetry is broken spontaneously, resulting in a partition function that is dominated by Nambu-Goldstone (NG) bosons in the chiral limit. In the thermodynamic limit, the NG fields U align themselves with the mass term. After diagonalizing the NG fields the mean-field action (for degenerate quark masses and with θ = 0) can be written as [19] 
which is to be minimized as a function of the ϕ i . For even N f the minimum is obtained for ϕ i = 0 if m > 0 and for
This results in a mass dependence of the partition function in the thermodynamic limit given by
in contrast to the one-flavor partition function (1) . As a consequence, the chiral condensate is discontinuous at m = 0. For odd N f the minimum is obtained for ϕ i = 0 if m > 0 and for
Hence in this case the mass dependence of the partition function is given by
which agrees with (1) for N f = 1 and approaches (18) for large N f . For odd N f > 1 the chiral condensate is also discontinuous at m = 0.
III. SPECTRAL DENSITY AT θ = 0
Let us split up the spectral density at fixed ν into the zero-mode contribution, the quenched nonzero-mode contribution, and the nonzero-mode contribution due to dynamical quarks,
where we have suppressed the dependence on m for simplicity. In the microscopic limit of one-flavor QCD these contributions are given by [9] [10] [11] [12] For the spectral density at fixed θ = 0 we use a decomposition analogous to Eq. (20), only with the subscript ν omitted. For the zero-mode part of the spectral density the sum over ν can be evaluated explicitly [3, 15] , resulting in
The quenched part follows from the identities (B7) and (B8) derived in Appendix B,
and using the identities (B9) and (B10) the dynamical part of the spectral density is given bŷ
These formulas are valid for both positive and negative quark mass. In Fig. 1 we show three-dimensional plots of the quenched (top) and the dynamical (bottom) part of the spectral density. The quenched part oscillates about the asymptotic value of 1/π, while the dynamical part oscillates about zero. For negative mass the amplitude of the oscillations increases exponentially with the volume (i.e., with the rescaled quark massm = mV Σ), while the period in terms of λ =x/V Σ is of order 1/V . In Fig. 2 we plotρ q (x,m) +ρ d (x,m). This figure shows that the exponentially large oscillations do not cancel, which also follows from the asymptotic results given below.
Let us consider the large-|m| limit of these results. For the zero-mode part we find
For the nonzero-mode parts the integrals over t can be evaluated in saddle-point approximation. Form → ∞ a universal scaling function is obtained by taking the limit (see Appendix C 2) This shows that the dynamical part of the spectral density is suppressed by 1/m so that we recover the quenched result in the large-m limit (or, equivalently, the thermodynamic limit). In Fig. 3 we compare them → ∞ limit of the quenched part of the rescaled spectral density with the exact result form = 40.
For large negative mass, the spectral density factorizes into functions that only depend onx orm. A leading-order saddle point-approximation results in (see Appendix C 3)
In agreement with our naive expectation, also in this case the dynamical contribution to the spectral density is suppressed by 1/m. The result for large negativem increases exponentially with the volume. In Fig. 4 we show the asymptotic rescaled result of the quenched part together with the exact result form = −40.
In the remainder of this section we briefly discuss an alternative approach to compute the spectral density at fixed θ-angle, based on the expression for the one-flavor spectral density at fixed ν derived in [16] ,
where we have definedẐ(m) = Z(m/V Σ). Using Eq. this gives [4, 15] ρ(x,m, θ) = 1
An integral representation of the microscopic partition function at fixed θ was worked out in Ref. [17] , which gives us an explicit, though quite involved, analytical expression for the spectral density at fixed θ [4] . The approach we followed above appears to be simpler. For the quenched nonzero-mode part of the spectral density at θ = 0 it is easy to see that the two methods lead to the same final expression. This part can be shown to bê
and using the expression for the two-flavor partition function derived in [3] we reproduce Eq. (25).
IV. CHIRAL CONDENSATE AT θ = 0
In this section we answer the question raised in the introduction, namely in what way a non-vanishing eigenvalue density can result in a chiral condensate that remains constant when the quark mass becomes negative. Because of the Banks-Casher relation this is not possible for a positive definite eigenvalue density. In essence, the discontinuity (11) predicted by the sign-quenched theory must be canceled by another discontinuity (15) due to the oscillating part of the spectral density. Here we show that to obtain this discontinuity a similar mechanism is at work in one-flavor QCD as in the other cases discussed in the introduction.
We restrict ourselves to θ = 0, although our results can in principle be extended to nonzero θ using Eq. (B5). The chiral condensate is related to the spectral density via Eq. (3). Using the same decomposition as for the spectral density the chiral condensate can be decomposed as
We defineΣ(m) = Σ(m/V Σ)/Σ to simplify the notation in the microscopic domain. The contribution from the zero modes in this domain is well known [3] ,
The contributions of ρ q (x,m) and ρ d (x,m) to the chiral condensate can be obtained using Eqs. (25) and (26) and performing the integral in Eq. (3), which in our notation and using the symmetry of the density becomeŝ
These integrals are known analytically (see Appendix D), resulting in
For |m| → 0 we haveΣ zm (m) → 1, i.e., in this limit the chiral condensate is entirely due to the zero modes. It is straightforward to show that bothΣ q (m) andΣ d (m) vanish for |m| → 0.
Before giving the exact result forΣ(m), let us look at the asymptotic behavior for |m| 1. For the zero-mode contribution we find (see Appendix E)
i.e., while the contribution of the zero modes is suppressed asm → ∞, it grows exponentially asm → −∞.
As was already observed in [4] , in order to get a massindependent chiral condensate, this exponential growth must be canceled by the contributions of the nonzero modes. The large-|m| behavior of these contributions can be analyzed using a similar approach as in Appendix C, and we obtain (see Appendix E)
We see that the dynamical part is finite, while the quenched part diverges in the thermodynamic limit for negative mass. As already observed in [4] , the leading divergence in Eq. (41) exactly cancels the leading divergence of the zero-mode part in Eq. (40). To extract a finite result for the chiral condensate, the cancellation has to be implemented analytically for arbitrarym. This can be achieved by observing that the zero-mode contribution can be rewritten aŝ
which can be checked by Mathematica [20] . Adding this result to the quenched part of the chiral condensate we obtain
The asymptotic behavior of this result is given by (see Appendix E)
We observe that the asymptotic forms ofΣ q (m)+Σ zm (m) andΣ d (m) add up to one. In fact, the relation
holds for allm, which shows explicitly that the chiral condensate is continuous when the quark mass crosses the imaginary axis. We prove this relation in Appendix F by showing that the second derivative with respect tom can be expressed as an integral over the total derivative of a function f (t,m) that vanishes at the endpoints of the integration domain.
In Fig. 5 we showΣ q (m)+Σ zm (m) (red),Σ d (m) (blue), and the sum of the two contributions (black), which indeed equals one. 
The rescaled chiral condensate (black solid curve) for one-flavor QCD as a function ofm is the sum of a quenched contribution, which includes the contribution of the zero modes, (red curve) and a contribution due to the dynamical quarks (blue curve). In the thermodynamic limit both the red and the blue curve develop a discontinuity at m =m/V Σ = 0.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have obtained simple analytical expressions for the microscopic spectral density of the Dirac operator for one-flavor QCD at zero θ-angle. These results enabled us to clarify the relation between the spectral density and the chiral condensate and to explain the puzzle that in the thermodynamic limit the chiral condensate develops a discontinuity in sectors of fixed topological charge, while after summing over all sectors the discontinuity disappears. The underlying reason is that for negative mass the spectral density is no longer positive definite, which invalidates the Banks-Casher relation. A different mechanism, first discovered within the context of QCD at nonzero chemical potential, takes over. The essence of this mechanism is that an oscillating part of the spectral density with a period inversely proportional to the volume and an amplitude that diverges exponentially with the volume can give rise to a contribution to the chiral condensate that is discontinuous in the thermodynamics limit at a location where there is no dense line of eigenvalues. For QCD at nonzero chemical potential this mechanism creates a discontinuity of the chiral condensate across the imaginary axis, while the eigenvalues of the Dirac operator are scattered in a two-dimensional area around the imaginary axis. For one-flavor QCD the discontinuity due to the oscillating part of the spectral density cancels the discontinuity of the chiral condensate of the sign-quenched theory so that the chiral condensate remains constant when the mass crosses the imaginary axis. An important difference to QCD at nonzero chemical potential is the role played by the zero modes, which cancel a divergent contribution due to the nonzero modes. The Silver Blaze property [21] of the chiral condensate could be shown by rewriting the contributions to the chiral condensate in terms of a total derivative. Remarkably, cancellations in the baryon number for QCD at nonzero chemical potential could also be explained in terms of total derivatives [22] . Whether this is a coincidence or a generic feature of the Silver Blaze problem will be deferred to future work. Our results can be generalized to arbitrary θ-angle and more flavors, which we also hope to address in a future publication.
To understand under what conditions the thermodynamic limit and the sum over ν in Eq. (5) can be interchanged, let us rewrite this equation in the form
Using the asymptotic behavior of the Bessel functions we find that for large |m|V Σ the terms in the sum behave like
where ∝ means proportional up to some power of the argument. Hence the thermodynamic limit of these terms does not exist unless m > 0 and θ = 0 or m < 0 and θ = π, which implies that the thermodynamic limit and the sum over ν cannot be interchanged unless we consider one of these two cases. To show that they can indeed be interchanged in these cases we still need to show that the sum in Eq. (5) is then uniformly convergent in mV Σ. Imposing a lower cutoff at ν = n on the sum in Eq. (A1) yields in both cases
Using recursion relations for the derivative of the Bessel function we observe that the sum in (A4) is a telescopic sum given by
One can show that (A5) is non-negative and that for large n it assumes a maximum of ∼ c/n 2 with c = e −3/2 27/2π at |m|V Σ ∼ n 2 /3. (We have shown this by summing the asymptotic expansion [23, Eq. (9.7.1)] of the Bessel function to all orders.) Hence the sum in (A4) is bounded from above by c/n 2 independent of mV Σ, and therefore the sum (5) is uniformly convergent in mV Σ.
Appendix B: Addition theorems for products of Bessel functions
In this appendix we derive several addition theorems for products of Bessel functions, starting from the sum
with a, b, c ∈ Z. We use the Fourier series technique advocated in [24] and obtain from Eq. (18) of that reference
Substituting ψ = (ϕ − π)/2 then leads to
In the derivation of this intermediate result we distinguished whether b + c is even or odd but obtained the same result in both cases. Using the integral representation
of the modified Bessel function we find 
For θ = 0 some simplifications occur since e m cos ϕ is even in ϕ. We again need to distinguish whether b + c (and hence b − c) is even or odd and obtain 
Substituting t = sin ϕ 2 we can write this as an integral over t from 0 to 1. Depending on the values of a, b, c we can use trigonometric identities to express the last factor in the integrand in terms of t. In particular, we obtain the following special cases (all for θ = 0) that are needed in the main text,
These identities are related to Neumann's addition theorem for Bessel functions, and similar identities have been discussed in the literature. However, we are not aware of whether all these results are known. The expression (B5) can be used to generalize our results in the main text to arbitrary θ-angle.
Appendix C: Asymptotic behavior of the spectral density
In this appendix we derive asymptotic results for the spectral density at zero θ-angle. Since all contributions to the spectral density are even inx we restrict ourselves tox ≥ 0 to avoid having to write absolute values. and hence in leading order [15] 
Substituting y = √ 2mt in Eq. (26) we observe that only the term proportional to J 0 contributes to the leadingorder result [15] 
We note thatρ d is suppressed by one power of 1/m compared toρ q . The leading-order expressions above are not suitable to compute the chiral condensate since the integrals overx diverge.
Asymptotic behavior form → ∞ andx ∼ √m
We now substitute y = 2xt in Eq. (25) , resulting in
Forx ∼ √m the square root in the integrand can be approximated by one in the large-m limit (at the upper limit, the integrand is suppressed by e −2m ). Defininĝ x = 2u √m we obtain
For the dynamical part of the spectral density we proceed similarly. Substituting y = 2xt and thenx = 2u √m in Eq. (26) we find that also in this case only the term proportional to J 0 contributes to the leading-order result
Hence the dynamical contributions are suppressed by 1/m also in this limit. In the last step of Eqs. (C5) and (C6) we used [25, (6. 631)].
Asymptotic behavior form → −∞ withx fixed
Form < 0 we substitute y = 2|m|(1 − t 2 ) in Eq. (25) to obtain
In the large-|m| limit at fixedx, the leading-order term is given bŷ
For the next-to-leading order (NLO) term we use
The asymptotic form of the dynamical part of the spectral density can be derived in the same way. Only the term proportional to J 0 in Eq. (26) contributes to the leading-order result
We observe that the dynamical contribution is again suppressed by 1/m and that it is of the same order aŝ ρ q NLO (x,m).
Appendix D: Integrals over Bessel functions
The following integrals over Bessel functions are known [20, 25] .
They have been used to calculate the chiral condensate from the spectral density. 
of this function we obtain
In (39) we substitute y = 2tm to obtain in leading order 
Form → −∞ the leading contribution to the integral forΣ q (m) comes from the region close to t = 1 because of the factor e 
where the subscript 1 indicates that we are currently considering only the region near t = 1. In this region we substitute y = 2|m|(1 − t) and obtain to next-to-leading order 
We note that in Eq. (E8) there are actually two exponentials. Their combination has two maxima at the boundaries of the integration interval, i.e., at t = 0 and t = 1. This suggests that there is a contribution from the region near t = 0 as well, which we callΣ d 0 (m). This contribution follows in analogy to the derivation of Eq. (E5). We substitute y = 2t|m| in (39) and obtain in leading order 
Combining the two regions we thus havê
